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1 Introduction

The Drell-Yan mechanism [1, 2], i.e the production of high-invariant mass lepton pairs
through the decay of an electroweak (EW) boson (γ∗, Z, W ), is one of the key-process
at present and future hadron colliders (Tevatron [3], LHC [4] and FCC-hh [5–7]) for
validating Standard Model (SM) and searching new physics signals owing to Beyond
Standard Model (BSM) effects.

Historically, this mechanism was the first process in which the ideas of parton model and
factorization, initially developed for the deep inelastic lepton-hadron-scattering (DIS) [8–
10], were applied in the context of hard-scattering hadron-hadron collisions. Nowadays,
the achievement of a great level of accuracy for Drell-Yan observables is desirable for
various reasons.

Firstly, due to the high production rates and a clear experimental signature given
by a leptonic final state, the hadro-production of electroweak bosons is important for
detector calibration, luminosity monitor and to probe underlying events [11–16], besides
representing a significant background for other SM processes [17, 18] and BSM signals
such as supersymmetric particles, new gauge bosons, heavy resonances, among other
examples [19–22].

Furthermore, the Drell-Yan process gives us: (i) strong tests of perturbative QCD
(pQCD), of lepton universality and more in general of the Standard Model [23–25]; (ii)
stringent information and constraints on parton distribution functions (PDFs) of the colliding
hadrons [26–28], and (iii) precise measurements of the electroweak mixing angle [29], the
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W boson decay-width [30] and mass [31–35]. Along this line, hints about possible BSM
phenomena can emerge starting from the observed discrepancies with respect to SM
predictions [36]. High precision experimental data, thanks to large luminosities and a great
reduction of systematical errors, have been collected at the LHC and at the Tevatron so
that the sensitivity to SM deviations depends crucially from the size of the theoretical
uncertainties, which ought to be reduced.

The inclusion of radiative corrections is mandatory in order to obtain accurate theoretical
predictions for cross-sections and related kinematic distributions. Although the dominant
contributions are due to strong interactions, the inclusion of electroweak effects become
essential in the aim of reaching a percent or sub-percent level precision, given that α ∼ α2

S .
In this paper, we consider the transverse-momentum (qT ) differential distributions of

W and Z bosons, which are particularly relevant among the various kinematic distributions.
Specifically, an accurate analysis of the Z boson spectra gives us important information
about the mechanism of W boson production. Moreover, a detailed knowledge of the qT
spectrum of the W boson at small and intermediate values of qT is crucial for a precise
measurement of the W boson mass [31–35].

Nonetheless, in the low transverse-momenta region (qT � mV ), where the majority
of events is produced, large logarithmic corrections of the type αnS lnm(m2

V /q
2
T ), which are

originated by soft and/or collinear initial-state partonic radiation, ruins the convergence
of the fixed-order perturbative expansion in αS . A systematic all-order evaluation and
resummation of the logarithmic-enhanced terms must be performed in order to obtain
reliable predictions.

In the last years, a consistent QCD resummation formalism has been developed in
refs. [37–39] (see also [40–47] and references therein for alternative approaches), and
nowadays qT differential distributions can be computed at high perturbative accuracy
with theoretical precision at the percent level [48–55]. At such level of precision the QED
and EW effects needs to be included. In ref. [56] a combined approach for QCD and QED
qT resummations has been developed for Z boson production showing percent level effects
due to QED effects (an alternative approach based on parton shower simulations has been
presented in refs. [57, 58]).

In this work, we extend the approach of ref. [56], which is valid for electrically neutral
high mass systems, in order to consider electrically charged final states and, in particular,
we consider the case of W boson production. We include resummation effects at next-to-
leading accuracy (NLL) in QED and next-to-next-to-leading accuracy (NNLL) in QCD,
also including, at small qT , fixed-order corrections at one loop in the EW theory and at
two loops in QCD. Our results have been matched respectively with the O(α2) and O(α2

S)
fixed-order results in QED and QCD at intermediate-large values of qT .

In the case of W boson production a direct abelianization of the QCD qT resummation
formalism for colourless systems is not possible because of the electromagnetic charge of
the W boson in the final state and the ensuing soft radiation. Therefore we considered the
qT resummation formalism for heavy-quark production in QCD [59] and we adapted it for
the case of massive electromagnetic charges. An additional complication which appears in
the case of W production is related to the fact that next-to-leading fixed-order corrections
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in QED cannot be included in a trivial way without breaking the gauge invariance of the
calculation [60]. We avoided this issue by combining our resummed results with the full,
gauge invariant, EW corrections at one loop. Therefore our results include, in the small qT
region, the EW corrections at fixed-order and the effect of logarithmically enhanced QED
radiation to all perturbative orders.

We point out that the on-shell approximation for W production, used in this paper,
can be considered a reasonable approximation only for fully reconstructed W bosons. In
a experimental situation where only the charged final-state lepton is reconstructed, the
inclusion of the W boson decay in theoretical predictions is mandatory. Final state QED
radiation effects to Drell-Yan processes can be important, since soft and collinear radiation
from charged leptons accounts for potentially large corrections (see for example ref. [61]).
These contributions can be included by using QED parton-shower event generators as
HORACE [62], PHOTOS [63] and WINHAC [64].

In this paper we limited our analysis on the transverse-momentum distribution of the
vector boson and we avoid to discuss phenomenological implications on leptonic distributions.
However, even if more challenging than the Z boson case, the measurement of the transverse
momentum distribution of the W bosons has been successfully performed both at the
Tevatron and the LHC through the reconstruction of the hadronic recoil [65–69].

Since, to the best of our knowledge, there are no initial state QED parton shower
generators at full NLL accuracy, our results are important for a better estimation of the QED
effects and the associated uncertainties on the Z and W transverse momentum distributions.

The outline of this paper is the following. In section 2 we present a brief description of
the qT -resummation formalism of ref. [39]. Then, we discuss the combination of QED and
QCD corrections to the transverse-momentum resummation formalism in section 3, recalling
previous developments presented in ref. [56]. After that, in section 4, we implement the
explicit calculation for the case of W -production and describe the associated phenomenology
for Tevatron and LHC in section 4.1. In section 4.2, we compare the qT spectrum for W
and Z-boson production using the formalism described in section 3 and discuss the scale
uncertainties propagation due to combined QED-QCD effects. Finally, we present the
conclusions and depict possible paths for possible improvements in section 5.

2 QCD transverse-momentum resummation

In the context of high-energy physics, the calculation of cross-sections customary relies on
the factorization theorem [70]. In this paper we consider the production of a vector boson V
(V = W,Z, γ∗), with invariant mass M2, at hadron colliders. The associated vector boson
transverse-momentum (qT ) differential cross-section describing a collision with hadronic
centre-of-mass energy

√
s is factorized as

dσh1h2→V
dq2
T

(qT ,M, s) =
∑
a1,a2

∫
dx1dx2 fa1/h1(x1, µ

2
F ) fa2/h2(x2, µ

2
F )

× dσ̂a1a2→V
dq2
T

(qT ,M, ŝ;µ2
F ) , (2.1)
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with fa/h(x, µ2
F ) the parton distribution functions (PDFs) associated to the probability of

extracting a parton of flavour a from an hadron h with longitudinal momentum fraction x, at
the factorization scale µ2

F . The partonic centre-of-mass energy is given by ŝ = √x1x2s, under
the assumption of massless colliding partons, and dσ̂ denotes the partonic cross-section.

The partonic cross section dσ̂ can be computed within perturbation theory, whereas the
PDFs are extracted from data or modelled by non-perturbative methods. The dependence
of the renormalization scale µ2

R is included in the partonic cross-section, and it can be
accounted for by a suitable redefinition of the running couplings.

Regarding the partonic cross-section, it is well known that fixed-order perturbation
theory fails to accurately describe the low-qT region, qT � M . This is because of the
presence of logarithmically enhanced terms, proportional to log(q2

T /M
2) which grow faster

than the suppression introduced by the higher-powers of the QCD coupling αS. For this
reason, qT resummation formalisms have been developed in QCD in order to rearrange
the perturbative series and resum it collecting to all orders the terms proportional to
αnS logm(q2

T /M
2).

The resummation of the perturbative expansion is achieved by explicitly splitting the
partonic cross section as

dσ̂

dq2
T

= dσ̂(res.)

dq2
T

+ dσ̂(fin.)

dq2
T

, (2.2)

with all the logarithmically enhanced contributions embodied within dσ̂(res.). More precisely,
the finite component is defined in such a way that

lim
QT→0

∫ Q2
T

0
dq2
T

dσ̂(fin.)

dq2
T

= 0 . (2.3)

By performing the resummation in the impact parameter space b [71], conjugated to qT ,
the resummed component can be written as [38]

dσ̂
(res.)
a1a2→V
dq2
T

(qT ,M, ŝ;µ2
F ) = M2

ŝ

∫ ∞
0

db
b

2 J0(b qT )WV
a1a2(b,M, ŝ;µ2

F ) , (2.4)

with J0 the 0th-order Bessel function. The functionWV
a1a2 can be organized in an exponential

structure and, by considering the Mellin N -moments WV
a1a2,N

with respect to z = M2/ŝ at
fixed M , in the simplified flavour-diagonal case (a1a2 = cc̄) it reads [38]:

WV
N (b,M ;µF ) = σ̂

(0)
V (M)HVN (αS;µ2

R, µ
2
F , Q

2)× exp
{
GN (αS, L;µ2

R, Q
2)
}
, (2.5)

where σ̂(0)
V is the lowest-order partonic cross section of the hard-scattering process h1h2 → V .

The hard-collinear function HVN includes contributions from the process-dependent hard-
virtual corrections and can be expanded in powers of αS = αS(µ2

R) as

HVN (αS) = 1 +
+∞∑
n=1

(
αS
π

)n
HV (n)
N . (2.6)
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The exponent GN resums in an universal (i.e. process-independent) way all the logarithmically
enhanced terms and can systematically expanded as:

GN (αS, L) = −
∫ Q2

b2
0/b

2

dq2

q2

(
A(αS(q2)) log

(
M2

q2

)
+ B̃N (αS(q2))

)

= Lg(1)(αSL) + g
(2)
N (αSL) +

+∞∑
n=3

(
αS
π

)n−2
g

(n)
N (αSL) , (2.7)

where the functions A(αS) and B̃N (αS) are perturbative functions with a customary fixed-
order expansion in powers of αS [38]. The logarithmic variable L reads, in terms of the
resummation scale Q and b0 = 2e−γE (γE = 0.5772 · · · is the Euler number),

L = log
(
b2Q2

b20
+ 1

)
, (2.8)

which corresponds, in the b-space at large b, to the logarithmically-enhanced contributions
associated to the low-qT region. The scale Q [38] is introduced with the purpose of
parametrizing the arbitrariness in the factorized structure of eq. (2.5).

Truncating eq. (2.7) up to the first term defines the leading-logarithm (LL) approxima-
tion, up to the second term defines the NLL approximation, then NNLL and so on.

In the case of transverse-momentum resummation for processes with colourful final
states the explicit structure of the functions HN and GN differs with respect to the case
of production of colourless final states. The qT resummation formalism for colourful final
states requires a colour space diagonalization of the relevant soft-anomalous dimension
which has been worked out, in the case of heavy-quark pair production up to NLL, in
ref. [59]. In particular for heavy-quark pair production at NLL accuracy the function GN
contains an additional component due to soft wide-angle radiation from the heavy quarks
in the final state and from initial/final-state colour interference [59]. Analogously due to
colour correlations produced by soft-parton radiation, the hard-collinear function HN is a
colour space matrix.

3 Combined QED and QCD transverse-momentum resummation for charged
final states

In ref. [56] some of us extended the QCD resummation formalism for colourless final states
in order to deal with the combined resummation of QED and QCD radiation in the case
of colourless and electrically neutral final states. This combined resummation method
has been obtained in two steps: (i) by the corresponding abelianization [72, 73] of the
QCD resummation formalism [38]; (ii) by a consistent combination of the QED and QCD
resummation effects. In particular in ref. [56] it has been considered the explicit case of
Z boson production at hadron colliders up to NNLL in QCD and NLL in QED. In this
paper, we extend the formalism of ref. [56] in order to deal with the more general case of
colourless but electrically charged final states.

In order to generalise the combined QED and QCD qT resummation for the case of a
charged final state, we need to take into account the effect of additional QED soft wide-angle
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radiation. We thus start from the QCD resummation formalism of ref. [59] developed for
heavy-quark pair production and we adapt it to the case of QED resummation for high-mass
charged systems, considering the particular case of W boson hadroproduction. To this end
we need to consider the following modifications: (i) the replacement of the two particle
final state kinematics (the quark-antiquark pair) by a single particle production kinematics;
(ii) the abelianization of the QCD result, taking into account the absence of non-abelian
color correlations produced by initial/final-state interference in the QED case.

Applying the abelianization procedure [56, 72, 73] to eqs. (15–18) of ref. [59] we obtain
that the exponentiation of large logarithmic corrections receive contributions from a QED
soft radiation factor which can be written as:

∆(α;Q, b) = exp
{
−
∫ Q2

b2
0/b

2

dq2

q2 D
′(α(q2))

}
, (3.1)

which is specific of charged high-mass system production and it is due to QED soft
non-collinear (wide angle) radiation from the underlying subprocess (in our specific case,
qf q̄f ′ →W±). In particular, soft non-collinear radiation originates from final state emissions
from the final state charged system and from initial/final-state interference. The soft factor
in eq. (3.1) involves an integration over the transverse-momentum range 1/b . qT . Q

giving rise to additional enhanced logarithmic corrections of the type αnlog (Qb)k which
are resummed to all orders in an exponential form. The function D′(α) has the following
standard perturbative expansion in power of α

D′(α) = α

π
D′(1) +

+∞∑
n=2

(
α

π

)n
D′(n) . (3.2)

Therefore the abelianization of QCD factor GN (previously introduced in eq. (2.7))
which takes into account corrections from QED emissions for the production of a charged
high mass final state, is given by

G′N (α,L) = −
∫ Q2

b2
0/b

2

dq2

q2

(
A′(α(q2)) log

(
M2

q2

)
+ B̃′N (α(q2)) +D′(α(q2))

)

= L g′(1)(αL) + g
′(2)
N (αL) +

+∞∑
n=3

(
α

π

)n−2
g
′(n)
N (αL) , (3.3)

where we note the presence of the previously introduced function D′(α), while the functions
A′(α) and B̃′N (α) are related to QED radiation from initial state [56] and can be expanded as:

A′(α) = α

π
A′(1) +

(
α

π

)2
A′(2) +

+∞∑
n=3

(
α

π

)n
A′(n) , (3.4)

B̃′N (α) = α

π
B̃
′(1)
N +

+∞∑
n=2

(
α

π

)n
B̃
′(n)
N . (3.5)

As can be seen from eq. (3.3), the function D′(α) resums single-logarithmic corrections and
it thus starts to contribute at NLL accuracy, similarly to the flavour-conserving collinear
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radiation function B′N (α). Therefore the structure of the exponential factor in eq. (3.3)
which resums the large logarithmic corrections from QED radiation in the case of high-mass
charged systems can be obtained from the case of neutral systems (see eq. (2.7) in ref. [56])
with the replacement:

B̃′N (α)→ B̃′N (α) +D′(α) . (3.6)

The presence of logarithmic effects from soft wide-angle emissions (through the function
D′(α) in eq. (3.3)) has also consequences in the determination of the finite component (see
eq. (2.2)), which is typically calculated from the fixed-order expansion of the resummed
component. The substitution in eq. (3.6) also holds in the case of the finite component.

The coefficient D′(1), which is not present in the case of the production of chargeless
final states, can be obtained by a suitable abelianization of the soft anomalous dimension
matrix (see eqs. (15)-(17) in ref. [59]). This resummation coefficient depends on the squared
charge of the final state system e2

V ,1 (e2
W = 1 in the case of W production) and it reads

D′(1) = −e
2
V

2 . (3.7)

The resummation coefficients related to initial-state emissions, A′(1), A′(2) and B̃′(1)
N ,

have been obtained in ref. [56] (see eqs. (2.19)-(2.20) of ref. [56]) from the corresponding
coefficients in QCD [74–77] for the case of the production of chargeless systems (e.g. for Z
boson production). In such case they are proportional to the square of the electric charge
e2
q of the initial state partons of the subprocess qq̄ → Z. In the case of W boson production
the same coefficients can be obtained by replacing the squared charge by the average of the
squared charges of the initial state partons of the sub-process qf q̄f ′ →W :

e2
q →

e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2 = 5
18 . (3.8)

The explicit values of the coefficients are:

A′(1) =
e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2 , (3.9)

A′(2) = −5
9
e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2 N (2), (3.10)

B̃
′(1)
N = B′(1) + γ

′(1)
qf qf ,N

+ γ
′(1)
q̄f ′ q̄f ′ ,N , (3.11)

with

N (2) = 3
nf∑
q=1

e2
q +

nl∑
l=1

e2
l , (3.12)

B′(1) = −3
2
e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2 , (3.13)

γ
′(1)
qq,N = e2

q

(3
4 + 1

2N(N + 1) − γE − ψ0(N + 1)
)
, (3.14)

γ
′(1)
qγ,N = 3

2 e
2
q

N2 +N + 2
N(N + 1)(N + 2) , (3.15)

1The electric charges are defined in units of e, where −e < 0 is the electron charge.
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where ψ0(N) is the digamma function and γ
′(1)
ab,N are the leading-order (LO) anomalous

dimensions in QED,2 nf (nl) the number of quark (lepton) flavours and eq (el) the quark
(lepton) electric charges (eq = 2/3 for up-type quarks, eq = −1/3 for down-type quarks,
el = −1 for leptons).

The knowledge of the resummation coefficient D′(1) in eq. (3.7), together with the
coefficients A′(1), A′(2) and B̃′(1) in eqs. (3.9)–(3.11), is sufficient to reach the full NLL
accuracy for the resummed component in QED.

The results obtained for the resummation coefficients have been crosschecked in ap-
pendix A where we performed the expansion at small qT of the fixed-order qT distribution
and we extracted the resummation coefficients confirming the results shown in this section.
Furthermore, we have recovered the known behaviour for the linear power corrections, which
have been presented in ref. [78]. We underline that in the case of Z boson production, the
same corrections are quadratic [79].

We now consider the QED fixed-order contributions included in the hard-collinear
function in eq. (2.6). We start considering the abelianization of the QCD infrared (IR)
subtraction operator of ref. [59] and we obtain the following QED IR subtraction operator:

Ĩ ′V (ε,M2) = α(µR)
2π Ĩ

′(1)
V (ε,M2/µ2

R) +
+∞∑
n=2

(
α(µR)

2π

)n
Ĩ
′(n)
V (ε,M2/µ2

R) (3.16)

with

Ĩ
′(1)
V (ε,M2/µ2

R) = −
(
M2

µ2
R

)−ε{( 1
ε2

+ iπ

ε
− π2

12

)
e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2 +
γ′qf + γ′q̄f ′

2ε + e2
V

2ε (1− iπ)
}
,

(3.17)

where the coefficient γ′q = 3e2
q/2 originates from hard-collinear initial-state radiation while

the last term proportional to e2
V originates from soft wide-angle radiation from the final

state charged system. Following the QCD case [39, 59], the subtraction operator in eq. (3.17)
allows us to define, starting from the renormalized IR divergent all-loop amplitudeMV , an
IR finite hard-virtual amplitude

M̃V = (1− Ĩ ′V (ε,M2))MV . (3.18)

At one-loop eq. (3.18) reads

M̃(1)
V =M(1)

V − Ĩ
′(1)
V (ε,M2/µ2

R)M(0)
V , (3.19)

where M(0)
V and M(1)

V are respectively the lowest-order and the one-loop parton-level
scattering amplitude for the scattering process h1h2 → V . In turn the knowledge of the
hard-virtual amplitude M̃V is sufficient to determine the process-dependent hard-virtual
coefficient [39]:

H ′V (α) = 1 +
+∞∑
n=1

(
α

π

)n
H ′

V (n) = |M̃V |2

|M(0)
V |2

, (3.20)

2The anomalous dimension γ′(1)
qγ,N enters at the NLL in the general multiflavour case (see appendix A of

ref. [38]).
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which encodes the process-dependent part of the hard-collinear coefficient H′VN eq. (2.6)
in QED.

As already mentioned, in the case of W production, the one-loop corrections in QED
cannot be included in a trivial way without breaking the gauge invariance of the results [60].
This issue is relevant only for the fixed-order corrections and it does not affect the all-order
resummation of enhanced QED logarithmic effects. We solved this issue by including in
our results the full EW corrections at one loop in the scattering amplitude M(1)

V . To be
consistent, we included the one-loop EW corrections also in the case of Z boson production,
even if in this case the pure QED corrections can be defined in a straightforward way.

The explicit results for the (not vanishing) NLO hard-collinear functions H′V (1)
a1a2,N

we
have included in our calculation are:

H′V (1)
qf q̄f ′←qf q̄f ′ ,N =

e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2

( 1
N(N + 1) +H ′V (1)

)
, (3.21)

H′V (1)
qf q̄f ′←γq̄f ′ ,N =

3 e2
qf

(N + 1)(N + 2) , (3.22)

H′V (1)
qf q̄f ′←qfγ,N =

3 e2
q̄f ′

(N + 1)(N + 2) , (3.23)

where the coefficient H ′V (1) for V = γ∗/Z,W has been obtained through eqs. (3.18)–
(3.20) from the knowledge of the EW one-loop amplitudes for the processes qq̄ → Z and
qf q̄f ′ →W [80, 81].

Finally we performed the matching at large qT by evaluating the finite part of the
partonic cross section in eq. (2.2) starting from the computation of the partonic cross section
for V + γ at leading-order in QED and subtracting from it the perturbative truncation of
the resummed component at the same order:

dσ̂(fin.)

dq2
T

=
[
dσ̂

dq2
T

]
(f.o.)

−
[
dσ̂(res.)

dq2
T

]
(f.o.)

. (3.24)

Having obtained the qT resummation formalism in QED for final state charged high-
mass system we are able to consider the combined QED and QCD resummation using the
formalism developed in ref. [56] that we summarize below.

We combine the QED and QCD resummation formalism by replacing the functions WV
N

and GN in eq. (2.5) by their generalised expressions which include combined QCD and QED
effects through a double perturbative expansion in powers of αS and of the electromagnetic
coupling evaluated at the renormalization scale α = α(µ′R):

G′N (αS,α,L,L
′) = GN (αS,L)+L′ g′(1)(αL′)+g

′(2)
N (αL′)+

+∞∑
n=3

(
α

π

)n−2
g
′(n)
N (αL′)

+g′(1,1)(αSL,αL
′)+

+∞∑
n,m=1
n+m 6=2

(
αS
π

)n−1(α
π

)m−1
g
′(n,m)
N (αSL,αL

′) , (3.25)
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where

L′ = log
(
b2Q

′2

b20
+ 1

)
(3.26)

is the QED logarithmic variable, in analogy with the QCD case (see eq. (2.8)), and

H′VN (αS, α) = HVN (αS) + α

π
H′V (1)
N +

+∞∑
n=2

(
α

π

)n
H′V (n)
N

+
+∞∑
n,m=1

(
αS
π

)n (α
π

)m
H′V (n,m)
N . (3.27)

The functional form of the functions L′ g′(1), g′(2)
N and g′(1,1)(αSL,αL

′) can be found in
ref. [56]. We recall that the function L′ g′(1) resums to all order the LL contributions
in QED, the function g

′(2)
N the NLL ones and so on, while the terms g′(1,1)(αSL,αL

′)
and g′(n,m)

N (αSL,αL
′) include respectively the leading and subleading mixed QCD-QED

corrections. In the case of the production of a charged high-mass system, the function g′(2)
N

receive a contribution from soft wide-angle QED radiation which has been included through
the replacement in eq. (3.6). The coefficients H′V (n)

N control the pure QED corrections
while the coefficients H′V (n,m)

N contains the mixed QCD-QED ones.
Finally we have considered, in the factorization formula eq. (2.1), the inclusion of the

photon parton density fγ/h(x, µ2
F ) and the QED effects in the evolution of parton densities.

4 Numerical results for W and Z boson production at hadron colliders

In this section, we present selected phenomenological predictions for W and Z boson qT
distributions at the Tevatron and at the LHC. Special emphasis is given to the similarities
and differences between charged and neutral weak boson production.

The resummation formalism, together with a consistent matching-procedure to describe
a wide qT region with numerical stability and uniform accuracy, is encoded in the Fortran
numerical program DYqT [56, 82, 83]. In particular, we fully include QED radiation at NLL
accuracy, matched with fixed order results at NLO in EW theory combined with the QCD
corrections at NNLL+NNLO accuracy.

We use the following values for the electroweak input parameters [84]:

α(m2
Z) = 1/127.95 , mW = 80.377GeV , mZ = 91.1876GeV , (4.1)

and:

|VCKM| =

|Vud| |Vus| |Vub||Vcd| |Vcs| |Vcb|
|Vtd| |Vts| |Vtb|

 =

0.97435 0.22500 0.00369
0.22486 0.97349 0.04182
0.00857 0.04110 0.999118

 .
We use the NNPDF3.1luxQED PDF set at NNLO in QCD [85] which includes QED effects at
LO in the evolution of parton densities as well as the photon density determined through
the LUX method [86, 87].
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The strong coupling is evaluated at 3 loops with αS(m2
Z) = 0.118 within the MS

renormalization scheme.
We work with nf = 5 quarks flavours and nl = 3 charged leptons in the massless

approximation. The EW corrections depend also on the Higgs boson and top-quark masses
and we use mH = 125.25 GeV, mt = 172.5 GeV, respectively.

Numerical predictions are complemented with a study of the associated perturbative
uncertainty through a customary scale variation method. Since we are primarily interested in
estimating the effects of yet unknown QED corrections, we perform variations of resummation
(Q′) and renormalization (µ′R) QED scales, in the range mV /2 ≤ {µ′R, 2Q′} ≤ 2mV with
the constraint 1/2 ≤ {µ′R/Q′} ≤ 2, keeping the QCD scales fixed at the central values
µF = µR = 2Q = mV . In principle we could also vary the factorization scale related to the
QED emissions (µ′F ). However since the QCD and QED factorization scales are fixed to be
equal inside the evolution of parton densities [88], we also fix µ′F = µF = mV .3

4.1 Phenomenological predictions

We show now numerical results for qT distributions in charged and neutral weak-boson
production at the Tevatron (

√
s = 1.96TeV) and at the LHC (

√
s = 13.6TeV). We

considered predictions at low and intermediate transverse momentum region, where the
resummation component is relevant and the bulk of the cross sections lies (qT . 40GeV).

We start considering the (on-shell) Z production in pp̄ collisions at Tevatron energies
(
√
s = 1.96TeV). In figure 1 we present the NNLL+NNLO QCD results combined with the

LL (red dashed) and NLL+NLO (blue solid) QED resummation which include the NLO
EW corrections. The lower panel presents the ratio of our predictions with respect to the
standard NNLL+NNLO QCD result at the corresponding central scale. As already observed
in ref. [56], we note that the resummation of the QED contributions at LL accuracy has the
effect to make the qT spectrum slightly harder. The impact of the LL QED effects reaches
the level of O(1%). Thanks to the unitary constraint of the resummation formalism, the
LL QED effects give vanishing contribution to the total cross section affecting only the
shape of the distribution by shifting part of the cross section to higher values of qT . This
physical effect is not unexpected and it is generated by soft and collinear QED emissions to
all orders. The NLL+NLO effects, for central values of the scales, are instead of O(0.5%)
level and are mainly concentrated in the low qT region (qT . 10GeV). By considering the
scale variation band, we observe that the LL QED effects have an uncertainty of around
2% in the small qT region (qT . 10GeV) which increases up to 4% in the intermediate
region 30 . qT . 40GeV. The scale variation band is reduced by roughly a factor 2 with
the inclusion of the NLL+NLO corrections.

In figure 2 we show the results for the Z boson qT distribution at the LHC (pp collisions
at
√
s = 13.6 TeV). We observe that the effects of the QED contributions at the LHC are

qualitatively similar but slightly smaller with respect to the case of the Tevatron. This lower
sensitivity to QED contributions with respect to the QCD ones at the LHC is expected

3An exhaustive scale-dependence study of QCD results up to NNLL+NNLO was carried out in refs. [82,
83, 89].
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4Figure 1. The qT distribution of Z bosons produced at the Tevatron (

√
s = 1.96TeV). The

NNLL+NNLO results in QCD are combined with LL (red dashed) and NLL+NLO (blue solid)
QED effects (with the inclusion of one-loop EW effects). The uncertainty bands are obtained by
performing the variation of the µ′R and Q′ scales around their central value as described in the text.
The lower panel shows the ratio of the results with respect to the standard NNLL+NNLO QCD
result at central value of the scales.

because of the greater available center-of-mass energy and the ensuing enhancement of
the gluon luminosities with respect to the quark ones. The QED effects at LL accuracy
has the effect to make the qT spectrum harder giving a (negative) O(1%) contribution at
small qT (qT . 5GeV) and a (positive) O(0.5%) contribution at qT & 10GeV. The NLL
effects are positive and at the level of O(0.5%) (or below) for the entire qT region we have
considered (qT . 40GeV). Concerning the perturbative uncertaintes, we observe that the
LL uncertainty is around 2% and the inclusion of the NLL+NLO corrections reduces the
scale variation band by roughly a factor 1.5–2.

In both cases, at the Tevatron and the LHC, QED uncertainty is dominated by the
renormalization scale at LL accuracy and resummation scale at NLL+NLO.
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Figure 2. The qT distribution of Z bosons produced at the LHC (
√
s = 13.6 TeV). The

NNLL+NNLO results in QCD are combined with LL (red dashed) and NLL+NLO (blue solid)
QED effects (with the inclusion of one-loop EW effects). The uncertainty bands are obtained by
performing the variation of the µ′R and Q′ scales around their central value as described in the text.
The lower panel shows the ratio of the results with respect to the standard NNLL+NNLO QCD
result at central value of the scales.

The results presented for Z boson production are similar to those presented in ref. [56].
The calculation presented in this paper differs from the one in ref. [56] because we have
included the one-loop EW corrections in the hard factor and we used a different set of PDFs.
The effect of EW loop corrections is extremely small (per-mille level effect) and has been
included for theoretical consistency.4

In figure 3 we consider the novel predictions for qT distributions of W bosons produced
at the Tevatron,

√
s = 1.96TeV. Since we are mainly interested on the higher-order QED

effects we do not distinguish between W+ and W− production and we consider both cases
together. At LL accuracy, QED effects are similar to those discussed for the Z boson
production in figure 1, being driven by QED radiation from the initial state quarks. The

4We also note that the in ref. [56] a different version of the code DYqT for the NNLL+NNLO QCD results
have been used.
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4Figure 3. The qT distribution of W bosons produced at the Tevatron (

√
s = 1.96TeV). The

NNLL+NNLO results in QCD are combined with LL (red dashed) and NLL+NLO (blue solid)
QED effects (with the inclusion of one-loop EW effects). The uncertainty bands are obtained by
performing the variation of the µ′R and Q′ scales around their central value as described in the text.
The lower panel shows the ratio of the results with respect to the standard NNLL+NNLO QCD result
at central value of the scales. The black dotted line shows NLL+NLO results obtained of removing
the contribution of soft wide-angle radiation (i.e. setting D′1 = 0) in the resummed component.

effect of NLL+NLO corrections in the case of W boson production are instead different
from the Z boson case, giving a O(1%) positive (negative) correction for qT . 10GeV
(qT & 20GeV). We recall that for W boson production at the NLL there is the additional
effect of soft wide-angle QED radiation from the W boson in the final state. In order to
quantify the impact of such effect, we have considered the NLL+NLO prediction in which
we removed the contribution of the soft wide-angle radiation in the resummed component
of eq. (2.2) (i.e. we set D′1 = 0).5

5We observe, however, that we did not change the finite component where the effect of the D′
1 coefficient

is necessary in order to cancel the divergent behaviour of the fixed-order term for qT → 0 (see eq. (3.24)).
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The NLL+NLO prediction without the effect of soft wide-angle QED radiation is
shown in the lower panel of figure 3 (black dotted curve). We can see that soft wide-angle
radiation has the effect to make the spectrum softer giving a positive O(1%) contribution at
small qT (qT . 5GeV) and a negative O(1− 2%) contribution at qT & 15GeV. This effect
can be expected by the fact that the coefficient D′1 is negative as the coefficient B′1 and
thus compensate the effect of the positive coefficients A′1 and A′2. We note that the same
qualitative effect due to the resummation of soft wide-angle radiation has been observed in
ref. [90] in the case of QCD qT resummation for tt̄ production. Concerning the perturbative
uncertainties, we observe that the LL uncertainty is around 2− 3% and the inclusion of
the NLL+NLO corrections reduces the scale variation band by roughly a factor 1.5–2 for
qT . 20GeV and up to a factor 3 for qT & 30GeV.

Finally in figure 4 we consider the predictions for qT distributions ofW bosons produced
at the LHC,

√
s = 13.6TeV. Also in this case the effect of LL QED resummation is to

make the spectrum harder while the NLL+NLO effects goes in the opposite direction. The
effect due to the resummation of soft wide-angle radiation is not negligible: the prediction
obtained by setting D′1 = 0 in the resummed component (black dotted line in the ratio panel
of figure 4) decreases (increases) the cross section by O(1%) at qT . 5GeV (qT & 20GeV).
The NLL+NLO corrections reduce the LL scale variation band by a factor of 1.5–2 for
qT . 20GeV and up to a factor 4 for qT & 30GeV. The NLL+NLO uncertainty being of
O(1.5%) around the peak (qT ∼ 3GeV) and decrease to about O(0.5%) for qT & 30GeV.

As a general comment, we note that all the predictions in figures 1–4 show a good
overlap of the LL and NLL+NLO scale uncertainty band, thus signalling a good behaviour
of the QED perturbative series. We also observe that the NLL+NLO bands tend to increase
in the very small qT region (qT . 2GeV) where, however, we expect a sizeable role of truly
non perturbative (NP) effects. Being mainly interested on (all-order) QED effects, in our
results we did not introduce an explicit model for NP QCD contributions. In particular we
used the so called minimal prescription [91, 92] in order to regularize the singularity of the
resummed form factor in eq. (2.7) which occurs at large values of the impact parameter
b ∼ 1/ΛQCD, where ΛQCD is the scale of the Landau pole of the perturbative QCD coupling.

4.2 The ratio of W and Z transverse-momentum distributions

The measurement of the W mass is directly affected by the uncertainty in the shape of the
W boson qT spectrum which however is not directly experimental accessible due to neutrino
in final state in the leptonic W decay. Conversely, the qT spectrum of the Z boson can be
measured with great precision. Therefore a precise theoretical prediction of the ratio of W
and Z qT distributions, together with the measurement of the Z boson qT spectrum, gives
stringent information on the W spectrum. We thus define the quantity

R(qT ) =
1
σW

dσW
dqT

1
σZ

dσZ
dqT

. (4.2)

The benefit of considering the prediction of the ratio of distributions, instead of the single
one, lies also on the possible reduction of the theoretical error, consequent to simplification
of common (correlated) uncertainties.
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√
s = 13.6 TeV). The

NNLL+NNLO results in QCD are combined with LL (red dashed) and NLL+NLO (blue solid)
QED effects (with the inclusion of one-loop EW effects). The uncertainty bands are obtained by
performing the variation of the µ′R and Q′ scales around their central value as described in the text.
The lower panel shows the ratio of the results with respect to the standard NNLL+NNLO QCD result
at central value of the scales. The black dotted line shows NLL+NLO results obtained of removing
the contribution of soft wide-angle radiation (i.e. setting D′1 = 0) in the resummed component.

In this section, we thus analyze the impact of QED corrections to the R(qT ) distribution
defined in eq. (4.2), showing phenomenological predictions for Tevatron (

√
s = 1.96TeV)

in figure 5, as well as for LHC (
√
s = 13.6TeV) in figure 6. In the upper panels of the

figures, the R(qT ) distribution is shown, while in the lower panels we present the ratio of
the quantity R(qT ) with respect to the same quantity predicted in QCD, in order to asses
the impact of QED radiation, as done in the previous section. As for the scale uncertainty
band, we perform variations of Q′ and µ′R QED scales as in the single distributions in a
correlated way: that is, the scale combination of the qT -distribution for the W is the same
of the one for the Z.
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Figure 5. Normalized ratio of W over Z qT -distribution in proton-antiproton collisions at Tevatron
energy

√
s = 1.96TeV. The NNLL+NNLO results in QCD are combined with LL (red dashed) and

NLL+NLO (blue solid) QED effects (with the inclusion of one-loop EW effects). The uncertainty
bands are obtained by performing the variation of the µ′R and Q′ scales around their central value
in a correlated way as described in the text. The lower panel shows the ratio of the results with
respect to the standard NNLL+NNLO QCD result at central value of the scales.

We start by analyzing the Tevatron case shown in figure 5. From the lower panel, we
can see that the LL QED contributions are at per-mille level, while scale variation band is
of O(0.1%). The QED radiation makes the R(qT ) distribution slightly (up to few per-mille)
softer: it raises the QCD prediction for qT values smaller than ∼ 15GeV, lowering it for
larger values of qT . Overall the impact of LL QED corrections is strongly reduced with
respect to the single boson spectra. This reduction is the consequence of the similarity of
LL QED emissions from the initial state quarks in W and Z production. Conversely at
NLL, the impact of QED corrections is not suppressed, and that is reflected also by the size
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Figure 6. Normalized ratio of W over Z qT -distribution in proton-proton collisions at LHC energy√
s = 13.6TeV. The NNLL+NNLO results in QCD are combined with LL (red dashed) and

NLL+NLO (blue solid) QED effects (with the inclusion of one-loop EW effects). The uncertainty
bands are obtained by performing the variation of the µ′R and Q′ scales around their central value
in a correlated way as described in the text. The lower panel shows the ratio of the results with
respect to the standard NNLL+NNLO QCD result at central value of the scales.

of the scale uncertainty band. The impact of NLL+NLO QED corrections is to make the
distribution softer at O(0.5− 1%) level. This is the combined effect of the W distribution
slightly softer and the Z distribution harder. The scale variation band ranges from a
minimum of ∼ 0.1 % at qT ∼ 20GeV to 1 % level for qT ∼ 35GeV. The non-cancellation
of common uncertainties can be explained by the soft wide-angle radiation in the case of
W production and the ensuing single-logarithms terms which cannot be simplified in the
ratio. We also observe that scale variation bands at LL and at NLL+NLO do not overlap,
signaling that the true perturbative uncertainty could be underestimated by correlated scale
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variation. A more robust perturbative uncertainty can be obtained considering also the
size of the difference between the prediction at NLL+NLO and the LL one. For the sake of
completeness, we underline that at the this level of precision, other sources of uncertainties
should be considered, such as the quark mass effects [93, 94] and uncertainties due to PDFs
(see e.g. ref. [95]).

In figure 6 we show the prediction for the R(qT ) distribution at the LHC. At LL the
QED corrections and the scale variation band are almost vanishing (less than per-mille
level effect). Indeed, besides the simplification in the ratio of universal corrections, we also
expect the suppression of quark-induced contributions with respect to the gluon-induced
ones. At NLL+NLO the QED corrections make the distribution softer at O(0.5%) level.
The effects vary with qT , ranging from ∼ +0.6% at qT ∼ 2GeV to −0.3% at qT ∼ 35GeV.
Scale variation band, while being quite larger than the LL one, is smaller in comparison to
Tevatron case: the minimum value of about ∼ 0.1 % is reached for qT ∼ 23GeV while the
maximum one of 0.5 % for qT ∼ 40GeV. Also in this case we observe only a partial overlap
of the scale uncertainty band, suggesting to also use the difference between the prediction
at NLL+NLO and the LL one in order to obtain a more robust perturbative uncertainty.

5 Conclusions

In this article we have combined the QED and QCD transverse-momentum (qT ) resumma-
tion formalisms for the production of electrically neutral and charged high-mass systems.
We started from the results presented in ref. [56] for on-shell Z boson production obtained
through an abelianization procedure of the QCD resummation framework and we extended
them to the case of W boson production. However, in the W boson case, a direct abelian-
ization of QCD results is not possible, due to the presence of a charged final state and the
corresponding additional (logarithmically enhanced) QED soft radiation.

Therefore we performed the abelianization (along the lines of refs. [72, 73]) of the
resummation formalism for a coloured final state of ref. [59], by replacing the heavy-quark
pair with a W boson. As a crosscheck of our approach, in appendix A, we performed the
expansion at small qT of the real inclusive cross section, which reproduced the resummation
coefficients used in our analyses.

Analytical formulas for the qT resummation of soft and collinear QED emissions were
obtained at NLL for QED and LL for the mixed QCD-QED terms. The matching with
fixed order predictions at leading order in QED and NLO in QCD was also performed, to
properly describe the intermediate and large qT region. Different QED resummation effects
for Z and W boson production appear at NLL accuracy due to soft wide-angle emission
from W boson in the final state.

Through an implementation of our formalism in the public numerical code DYqT, we
presented predictions at NNLL+NNLO in QCD and NLL+NLO in QED, also including the
one-loop electroweak corrections both at Tevatron and LHC. We found that the resummed
QED effects reach the percent level both in Z and W production. The QED effects are
more relevant at the Tevatron than at the LHC where the effect of the gluon parton density
is larger.
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Uncertainties due to missing higher-order logarithmic terms and fixed-order corrections
have been obtained through combined variations of QED resummation (Q′) and renormal-
ization (µ′R) scales. For on-shell W boson production, we have found that the QED scale
variation band is O(2%− 4%) at LL, and O(1%− 1.5%) at NLL+NLO; while for on-shell Z
boson is O(2%− 4.5%) at LL and O(1.5%− 3%) at NLL+NLO. In both cases, a noticeable
reduction of the scale variation band is observed increasing the accuracy of our calculation.

We also considered the ratio of the W and Z qT -distributions which is particularly
relevant in the context of mW extraction. A sizeable reduction of the scale variation band
is present at LL in QED, due the cancellation of common uncertainties. However, this does
not happen at NLL+NLO, where contributions due to QED emission from the W in the
final state cannot be simplified in the ratio of W and Z distributions.

The natural extension of this work is the inclusion of the decay of the weak bosons and
the associated QED radiation from the charged leptons in the final state. Altogether, these
corrections might allow a more precise conmparison of the theoretical predictions with the
experimental data, thus leading to a more accurate determination of the EW parameters
(with particular emphasis to the determination of the W boson mass).
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A Radiation from a massive final state: logarithmically-enhanced terms
and linear power corrections

The logarithmic terms obtained by a fixed-order truncation of the Sudakov form factor can
be equivalently found by expanding, at small qT , the integrated cross section due to real
photon emission at NLO. In this way, we can check the results that we derived through the
use of an abelianization-like procedure in section 2. In order to perform this crosscheck, we
followed the process-independent method presented in ref. [79], which introduces a small
transverse-momentum cutoff (qcut

T ) to capture the divergent behaviour of the cross sections
and the sub-leading power corrections as well.

We start by writing the hadronic cross section as

σ =
∑
ab

τ

∫ 1

τ

dz

z
Lab

(
τ

z

) 1
z

∫
dq2
T

dσ̂ab(qT , z)
dq2
T

, (A.1)
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q̄f ′
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Figure 7. On-shell W boson production: photon emission at NLO in the qf -q̄f ′ channel.

where τ = Q2/S, S is the hadronic squared center-of-mass energy and Q is the vector boson
mass. Here, Lab is the parton luminosity and is given by

Lab(y) =
∫ 1

0

dx

x
fa(x)fb

(
y

x

)
. (A.2)

The structure at small qT of the inclusive cross section can be inferred from

σ̂ab(z) =
∫ (qmax

T )2

(qcut
T )2

dq2
T

dσ̂ab(qT , z)
dq2
T

, (A.3)

where
(qmax
T )2 = Q2 (1− z)2

4z , (A.4)

is the maximum transverse momentum allowed by the kinematics of the event. Since we
aim to recalculate the coefficients presented in section 2, we restrict our attention to the
diagonal channel, i.e. (a, b) = (qf , q̄f ′), which is given by the three Feynman diagrams shown
in figure 7. Then, their contribution to the cross-section is:(

dσ̂(1)

dq2
T

)
=
(
dσ̂(1)

dq2
T

)
I.S.R.

+
(
dσ̂(1)

dq2
T

)
F.S.R.−int

, (A.5)

where the first term in the r.h.s. is due to the initial-state radiation, and it is given by:

(
dσ̂

(1)
qq̄ (qT , z)
dq2
T

)
I.S.R.

= σ̂(0)
(e2

qf
+ e2

q̄f ′

2

)
z
−4z q

2
T
Q2 + 2(1− z)p̂qq(z)√
(1− z)2 − 4z q

2
T
Q2

1
q2
T

. (A.6)

The second term in the r.h.s. of eq. (A.5) is originated by final-state radiation and its
interference with the initial state, and can be written as:

(
dσ̂

(1)
qq̄ (qT , z)
dq2
T

)
F.S.R.−int

= σ̂(0)z2

(1− z)2

(
−2p̂qq(z) q

2
T
Q2 (1− z) + 4 q

4
T
Q4 z

)
√

(1− z)2 − 4z q
2
T
Q2

1
q2
T

. (A.7)
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The functions p̂qq are the Altarelli-Parisi unregularised splitting kernels, i.e.

p̂qq(z) = 1 + z2

1− z . (A.8)

We underline that the initial-state radiation contribution in eq. (A.6) is obtainable from
a direct abelianization of the analogous QCD process (see eq. (2.11) of ref. [79]) at NLO
(i.e. qq̄ → Wg). Explicitly, the abelianization procedure consists in the replacement (as
explained in section 3):

CF →
e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2 . (A.9)

Nonetheless, the term due to final-state radiation, i.e. eq. (A.7), has not a QCD analogous,
since the W boson is electrically charge but colourless. We observe that eq. (A.7) does not
contain explicit contributions proportional to eqf eV and eq̄f ′ , which should be expected by
the presence of the QED vertices depicted in figure 7. The reason is that we factorized
such contributions through the combination (eqf + eq̄f ′ ) and then we used electric charge
conservation:

eqf + eq̄f ′ = eV (A.10)

to collect them in the final state radiation term proportional to e2
V in eq. (A.7). We also

checked that gauge invariance would not be satisfied by discarding the contribution of the
final state emission diagram. Therefore the absence of terms proportional to eqf eV and eq̄f ′

is a consequence of gauge invariance.
Having said this, we perform the integration over qT , at a fixed value of z, obtaining:

σ̂>(1)(z) = 1
CF

(e2
qf

+ e2
q̄f ′

2

)
σ̂
>(1)
QCD(z) + σ̂

>(1)
F.S.R.−int(z) , (A.11)

with

σ̂
>(1)
QCD(z) = σ̂(0)CF z

{
−2(1− z)

√
1− 4az

(1− z)2

+ 2p̂qq (z)
[
− log az

(1− z)2 + 2 log 1
2

(√
1− 4az

(1− z)2 + 1
)]}

, (A.12)

and

σ̂
>(1)
F.S.R.−int(z) = − σ̂

(0)zp̂qq(z)
√

(1− z)2 − 4az
(1− z) + σ̂(0)z

√
(1− z)2 − 4az((1− z)2 + 2az)

3(1− z)2 .

(A.13)
In these expressions, we introduced the dimensionless cutoff-dependent quantity

a ≡ (qcut
T )2

Q2 , (A.14)

to simplify the notation. Eq. (A.12) is the corresponding QCD contribution to the diagonal
channel for vector boson production (see eq. (3.9) of ref. [79]). Eq. (A.11) is divided in a
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contribution which finds its analogous in QCD (see eq. (A.12)) and in a term due to the
final state radiation (see eq. (A.13)).

The inclusive cross-section is subsequently obtained by performing the z integration.
The introduction of a transverse-momentum cutoff restricts maximum-value z value that
can be reached, i.e.

zmax ≡ 1− f(a), f(a) ≡ 2
√
a
(√

1 + a−
√
a
)
. (A.15)

This condition can be found imposing the reality of eqs. (A.6), (A.7), (A.12), (A.13) since
they represent physical quantities.

Since we are interested on the logarithmically-enhanced terms in the small-qcut
T limit,

we extend the integration interval up to z → 1, i.e. the upper limit of z in LO kinematics.
This can be achieved by using the formula [79]

σ
>(1)
qf q̄f ′ = τ

∫ 1−f(a)

0

dz

z
Lqf q̄f ′

(
τ

z

)1
z
σ̂

(1)
qf q̄f ′ (z) = τ

∫ 1

τ

dz

z
Lqf q̄f ′

(
τ

z

)
σ̂(0)Ĝ

(1)
qf q̄f ′ (z) . (A.16)

The function Ĝqf q̄f ′ [79] can be expressed as a power series in the cutoff according to

Ĝqf q̄f ′ =
∑
m,r

logm(a)a
r
2 Ĝ

(1,m,r)
qf q̄f ′ (z). (A.17)

In particular, it contains: (i) logarithmic-enhanced cutoff dependent terms, (ii) finite (in
general process dependent) contributions and (iii) sub-leading power corrections terms
(i.e terms which vanish in the small-qT limit). In this paper, we have considered the
expansion of eq. (A.7) up to the first dominant sub-leading power-correction. In this case,
the corresponding expression for the Ĝ(1)

qf q̄f ′ perturbative coefficient is

Ĝ
(1)
qf q̄f ′ = 1

2 log2(a)

e2
qf

+e2
q̄f ′

2

 δ(1−z)+ 3
2 log(a)

e2
qf

+e2
q̄f ′

2

δ(1−z)

+log(a) e
2
V

2 δ(1−z)− 1
2 log(a)

(
PQED
qf qf

+PQED
q̄f ′ q̄f ′

)
+(1+z2)

(
−z log(z)

1−z +2
( log(1−z)

1−z

)
+

)e2
qf

+e2
q̄f ′

2


−(1+z2) e

2
V

2

( 1
1−z

)
+
−(1−z)

e2
qf

+e2
q̄f ′

2

− 1
3z

e2
V

2


+

e2
qf

+e2
q̄f ′

2

 π2

6 +e2
V

δ(1−z)+
√
a
e2
V

2
(
2πδ′(1−z)−3πδ(1−z)

)
, (A.18)

where PQED
qq are the Altarelli-Parisi QED splitting functions given in refs. [73, 96]. Eq. (A.18)

allows us to check explicitly (and independently of the abelianization prescription) the
resummation coefficients A′(1) and B′(1) introduced in eqs. (3.9)–(3.11). An additional
logarithmically-enhanced term proportional to D′(1) log(a), D′(1) = − e2

V
2 comes from the
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soft emission of the W boson. These expressions totally agree with the ones presented in
section 2 (see eq. (3.7)) by a direct application of the abelianization strategy to the known
QCD expressions.

We also found a linear power correction in the cutoff (
√
a) proportional to the square

of the W boson charge (see last line of eq. (A.18)). This agrees with the result found in
ref. [78], which states that the radiation from final-state massive legs gives rise to linear
power corrections. We emphasize that these linear power corrections have been computed
without adding any additional kinematical cut. Therefore the unique source of these linear
power corrections is the radiation from a massive leg.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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